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Java in 60 Minutes A DayJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Get up and running with Java in no time using this innovative virtual classroom approach!
Do you know how to harness the exciting power of object-oriented programming? Focusing on the Java 2 Platform, Standard Edition (J2SE™), this revolutionary book and companion online presentation take you through 19 one-hour lessons that teach you how...


		

Objective-C Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2012

	Objective-C Recipes provides a problem solution approach for dealing with key aspects of Objective-C programming, ensuring you have the indispensable reference you need to successfully execute common programming tasks. You will see how to use the unique features of the Objective-C programming language, the helpful features of the...


		

Visual C++ Optimization with Assembly CodeA-LIST Publishing, 2004
Describing how the Assembly language can be used to develop highly effective C++ applications, this guide covers the development of 32-bit applications for Windows. Areas of focus include optimizing high-level logical structures, creating effective mathematical algorithms, and working with strings and arrays. Code optimization is considered for...






		

Learn iOS 11 Programming with Swift 4 - Second Edition: Learn the fundamentals of iOS app development with Swift 4 and Xcode 9Packt Publishing, 2018

	
		Begin your iOS development journey using Swift 4 and XCode 9 with this easy to learn, practical guide.

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore the latest features of iOS 11 and Swift 4 to build robust applications
	
			Kickstart your iOS development career by building your first application from...




		

PHP: The Good Parts: Delivering the Best of PHPO'Reilly, 2010

	
		Get past all the hype about PHP and dig into the real power of this language. This book explores the most useful features of PHP and how they can speed up the web development process, and explains why the most commonly used PHP elements are often misused or misapplied. You'll learn which parts add strength to object-oriented...



		

Swift for Absolute BeginnersApress, 2014

	The professional development team that brought you two editions of Objective-C for the Absolute Beginners and have taught thousands of developers around the world to write some of the most popular iPhone apps in their categories on the app store, have now leveraged their instruction for Swift.


	Swift for Absolute...






		

Expert C# 5.0: with the .NET 4.5 Framework (Expert Apress)Apress, 2012

	Expert C# 5.0 is a book about getting the best from C#. It’s based on the principle that to write good, high-performance, robust applications you need to understand whats going on deep under the hood. If you are already experienced with writing managed applications and want to learn more about how to get the best from the ...


		

Beginning C++17: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2018

	Learn how to program using the updated C++17 language. You'll start with the basics and progress through step-by-step examples to become a working C++ programmer. All you need are Beginning C++17 and any recent C++ compiler and you'll soon be writing real C++ programs. There is no assumption of prior programming knowledge.

	...


		

Exploring C++ 11 (Expert's Voice in C++)Apress, 2013

	Exploring C++ divides C++ up into bite-sized chunks that will help you learn the language one step at a time. Assuming no familiarity with C++, or any other C-based language, you’ll be taught everything you need to know in a logical progression of small lessons that you can work through as quickly or as slowly as you need.
...





		

Functional Python Programming: Discover the power of functional programming, generator functions, lazy evaluation, the built-in itertools library, and monads, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Create succinct and expressive implementations with functional programming in Python

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn how to choose between imperative and functional approaches based on expressiveness, clarity, and performance
	
			Get familiar with complex concepts such as monads,...




		

Special Edition Using Java 2 Standard EditionQue, 2000
Special Edition: Using Java 2 Standard Edition puts an all-inclusive tutorial on desktop Java development into your hands in one big volume. Chock-full of examples and tips, this one-stop source for learning Java will suit the needs of beginning or intermediate Java developers.
  This massive, comprehensive guide to Java,...


		

Swift 4 for Absolute Beginners: Develop Apps for iOSApress, 2017

	
		Stay motivated and overcome obstacles while learning to use Swift Playgrounds to be a great iOS developer. This book is perfect for those with no programming background, those with some programming experience but no object-oriented experience, or those that have a great idea for an app but haven’t programmed since school, and...
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